
Attn: Luke Griffin

I am writing to present to you a submission in the matter of Notification N9740, 
a proposal by Games Workshop Oz Pty Limited (hereafter, “Games Workshop”) 
that they be allowed to enforce certain Exclusive Dealings provisions their 
trade partners that, other than as permitted by the Australian Competition & 
Consumer Commission (hereafter, “ACCC”), would contravene the Competition 
and Consumer Act 2010 (hereafter, “the Act”). This is a further response to the 
follow-up by Mr. Michael Sutton of DibbsBarker, who has responded on behalf 
or Games Workshop to some of the submissions made in the matter of the 
above Notification.

The Definition of “Market” and the substitutable products

The Notifier reiterates their position, both that their market is effectively 
unlimited, or, at least as broad as the whole category of “Hobby Products 
or Hobby Activities”, and that in either case there are alternative 
substitutable products available.

Several definitions of market have been supplied by the Notifier and 
many of the commentators, most of which have been stated in terms of 
economic or social academics. However, for the definition of “market” 
suitable for the purposes of making decisions about anti-competitive 
behaviour under the Act, we can invoke the quintessential definition from 
Queensland Cooperative Milling Association Ltd/Defiance Holdings Ltd, re 
proposed merger with Barnes Milling Ltd (1976)[ATPR40-012]:

“In determining the outer boundaries of the market we ask a quite simple 
but fundamental question: if the firm were to ‘give less and charge more’  
would there be, to put the matter colloquially, much of a reaction.”

To restate this, a market is defined by the competition within it – which 
products or suppliers of products are, in practice, substitutable for each 
other. Products, or suppliers of products, are in different markets, to the 
extent that they are not substitutable for one another. So, we would ask: 
“were one of the competitive qualities of a product or supplier of a 
product – such as price – less competitive than they are currently, would 
this actually affect competition for that product or supplier of products in 
any meaningful, observable way.”

ATPR40-012 https://www.accc.gov.au/system/files/49%20-%20Queensland%20Co-
operative%20Milling%20%281976%29%20ATPR%2040-012.pdf
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For non-essential products, it is fair to except that making a product less 
competitive in any way, will almost certainly affect some consumers, and 
so it is more accurate to ask, to what degree would the competitiveness 
of a product or supplier of a product have to become less than it is 
currently, to result in a perceptible reaction. If a significant reaction would 
be observable from a small change, then there is effective competition 
for that product or supplier of that product – either the market is broad or 
the competition strong; exactly which is the case is unimportant. If, 
however, no significant reaction could be observed from a large change, 
then the market is sufficiently narrow that there is no competition.

Obviously, determining this degree is a complex task, as it makes 
assumptions based in the dubious realm of alternate realities and future 
timelines. One tool that might be used however is to examine the 
behaviour of Games Workshop over time, and calculate if that behaviour 
is consistent with a supplier of products which face meaningful 
competition.

For example, if we examine prices (whether retail or wholesale), those 
have only risen (that is, no statistically significant number of price 
decreases of any magnitude whatsoever for any product), gradually for 
the last decade, in spite of dollar-to-pound fluctuation deltas exceeding 
1.00, global financial panic, the expansion of the internet and online 
ordering, and globalisation opportunities – not to mention the economic 
performance of the company itself. Although there are explanations as to 
why this could be so without a lack of competition being factored in, it is 
not normal over such a space of time for a non-emerging market. To 
quote from Queensland Wire Industries v BHP Ltd (1989):

“‘[M]arket power’ exists where a firm can behave persistently in a 
manner different from how it would be forced to act in a competitive 
market (i.e. unconstrained by the conduct of competitors)”.

In any case, other arguments are available. A relevant example would be 
ACCC v Fila Sport Oceania Pty Ltd (2004), where it was stated that:

“In particular, apparel of one team would not be regarded as 
substitutable for apparel of another within the meaning of s 4E of the Act,  
a proposition which hardly needs the support of expert economic 
evidence.”



This finding acknowledges that there are reasons why a purely 
discretionary product is nevertheless not necessarily as freely 
substitutable as one might initially conclude. Customers are as 
constrained by social factors and their personal preferences, perhaps, as 
much as they are by market forces, and this is doubly true in cases where 
there is strong brand recognition (peer pressure to conform), a network 
effect (in the context of a multiple-player game, the greater utility of the 
product due to its greater popularity), or other non-economic sensitivities 
that consumers are subject to in certain cases. It does not matter that 
this market power is not derived directly from the efforts of the one 
benefiting from that increased market power; it is enough that it exists 
and that it is wielded with an anticompetitive purpose or effect. And 
where there is market power, there obviously is a market.

It also acknowledges the obviousness of this conclusion, so prevalent and 
perceptible that it is. While Games Workshop Products do not have quite 
the cultural prevalence of Australian Rules football, to one immersed in 
this market, the conclusion is equally obvious.

As an additional exercise, we could try to corroborate Games Workshop’s 
own statements to determine if a consistent foundation is presented to 
justify their view of the nature of their market. If we take at face value 
that assertion that “A proportion of consumers typically ‘exit’ the hobby 
when they reach a certain age, so the recruitment of new customers is 
important […]”[4ai], and that the natural influx of new entrants, on 
average, would not counterbalance this, then surely this is a problem that 
must to some extent affect all “competitors” that Games Workshop 
assert exist. And while there is little doubt that some products, possibly 
including Games Workshop’s Products, may have an age-specific focus, it 
is not generally any kind of problem, as the normal number of consumers 
leaving such a market because they “grow out” of it, are replaced with 
new entrants who have just “grown into” it. So this natural churn, along 
with any desire for growth or stability, should be handled as is normally 
the case for all products in any market which exhibits this kind of cyclic 
customer base, and not by instituting policies that depend upon special 
protection against anticompetitive behaviour liability. And conversely, to 
the extent that other “competitors” do not experience a special problem 
with the nature of the recruitment and retention challenges in this space, 
it should be reasonable to conclude that perhaps these “competitors” are 
not actually in the same market as Games Workshop.

4ai N9740 Exclusive Dealing Notification by Games Workshop Oz Pty Limited, p. 5

http://registers.accc.gov.au/content/trimFile.phtml?trimFileTitle=D14+59305.pdf&trimFileFromVersionId=1180717&trimFileName=D14+59305.pdf#page=6


More concisely, if Games Workshop do not have any special challenges in 
their market, then they do not need special consideration from the ACCC; 
while if instead they do not have any meaningful competition, then they 
do not deserve special consideration from the ACCC.

Whether the proposed Trade Terms will result in the closure of a large number 
of online stores

It is a mischaracterisation that a “large number” of stores, of any kind, 
must close to find that a particular behaviour, or proposed behaviour, is 
anticompetitive.

In the first instance, insofar as the proposed behaviour is a misuse of 
market power under the Act, it is only required that a single competitor 
be harmed, and not that any particular number be required to close[S46]. 
Notwithstanding that the threatened businesses could continue to 
operate if they agreed to provide certain benefits to Games Workshop (in 
the form of maintaining a retail shopfront), this remains a misuse of 
market power, as it requires of them a considerable capital investment, 
at considerable risk, in a market that the threatened businesses may 
currently have no experience, solely for the benefit of the supplier. In this 
way, in effect, the cost of supply by Games Workshop is the actual cost of 
the product, plus the incidental costs of complying with proposed 
restrictions for a certain class of competitor, being required to operate a 
sales venue that they perhaps have no interest or experience in. This 
amounts to a misuse of market power to disadvantage these threatened 
businesses by artificially increasing the cost of supply to them only.

Secondly, it is not even relevant that the proposed behaviour currently 
affects any competitor, as it is not specific competitors, but rather, the 
market conditions under which competition itself is promoted, which is 
the concern of the ACCC in this matter. The internet sales method itself 
serves as an obvious demonstration of the benefit of flexibility in 
providing consumer choice, and businesses – including potential, future 
businesses – should not be prevented from organically modifying their 
business practices to suit evolving customer preferences, for the benefit 
of one particular actor, without considerable evidence of a need for this 
behaviour to ensure that consumer choice is promoted.

S46 http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/cth/consol_act/caca2010265/s46.html
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Whether the activities of GWOP are in conflict with the view that bricks-and-
mortar stores are crucial to the ongoing success of GWOP’s business

As has been stated before, Games Workshop’s opinion of what is good for 
Games Workshop’s customers should not be the basis for dictating to 
their Accountholders what is good for their own customers. Games 
Workshop’s contradictory position on this matter is hypocritical, but it is 
not actually important, so long as they are not afforded the special legal 
protection to demand that their suppliers meet the standard that they set 
(but do not meet themselves).

As has also been stated before, Games Workshop has an opinion on the 
need for the proposed behaviour to ensure customer recruitment. How 
exactly they come to this conclusion would make for fascinating 
storytelling, since in the words of Tom Kirby, the Chairman and Acting 
CEO of the parent company Games Workshop Group PLC, “[w]e do no 
demographic research, we have no focus groups, we do not ask the 
market what it wants.”[GW2014] But to stick to the topic at hand: what is 
good (or that Games Workshop believes is good) for itself and/or its own 
customers, may or may not be good, for the Accountholders and/or their 
customers. And what might be good now might not be good later. 
Accountholders should not be captured by Games Workshop and 
prevented from making their own decisions as to what is good for their 
own business and their own customers, and should not have to withstand 
discriminatory pricing from their supplier as a result. And who knows – 
Games Workshop might even learn a thing or two from some bold 
stockists who perform actual market research, or who focus their efforts 
on customer retention rather than customer recruitment?

Whether the proposed Trade Terms will result in consumers being forced to 
purchase from GWOP’s website

It has been stated, either by the Notifier or the Respondents, that some 
online-only operators may have to close, that some may choose to 
anyway, and that those which remain may be less competitive than they 
are now, if the proposed restrictions are enforced.

GW2014 http://investor.games-workshop.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Games-
Workshop-Group-14-combined-FINAL-cover-version.pdf, p. 5
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It may not be the case that all online outlets close; but will those that 
remain, be able to compete effectively with Games Workshop’s own 
webstore? They will not be able to leverage shared stock with any 
physical store that they also operate; they will not be able to offer unified 
rewards with any physical store that they also operate; they will have to 
offer services required by the restrictions in addition to those same 
services already offered through the physical store that they also 
operate, etc.

So while Games Workshop’s proposed restrictions may not literally force 
all online purchasers to purchase exclusively through their webstore, will 
the proposed restrictions have the effect that any purchasers choose to 
shop at Games Workshop’s webstore at the expense of competing online 
stores as a result of competing online stores becoming less competitive 
due to the consequences of the proposed restrictions?

Whether the range of Products available on the GWOP website is wider than 
the range of Products made available to Trade Accounts by GWOP

If, as the Notifier states, all Games Workshop Products are indeed 
available wholesale to Trade Accounts for them to supply retail, then 
Games Workshop are engaging in blatantly false advertising on their 
Webstore:

“1000+ Webstore Exclusive Products […] there are more than 1000 
products that are only available here on the Games Workshop Webstore 
[…] we’ve got the products that aren’t available on store shelves 
anywhere […] products you can’t get anywhere else”[exclusive].

You may consider this to be a formal complaint of this false/misleading 
claim, and refer this to the appropriate recipient at the ACCC for any 
further investigation.

It is not a problem that the large number of Products that Games 
Workshop inventories cannot reasonably stocked in every physical store. 
It is not a problem that Products which sell in lower quantities are offered 
at lower wholesale margins.

exclusive http://www.games-workshop.com/en-AU/1000-Webstore-Exclusive-Products
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It is a problem that Games Workshop falsely advises consumers of the 
limited availability of certain products.

It is a problem when Games Workshop seek to require that products 
procured at one wholesale price for one mode of sale (e.g. shopfront) 
cannot be sold via another mode (e.g. online), where a business could 
reasonably leverage their operation of both modes to reduce their 
overheads and risk, and increase their competitiveness.

For example, a non-core range Product that is acquired wholesale from 
Games Workshop by a business that operates an online webstore and a 
retail shopfront. In this example, this non-core range Product may be 
offered by both modes of sale from a small unified stock of the non-core 
range Product (perhaps even one unit), as they can put the non-core 
range Product on the shelf at a retail shopfront (perhaps gaining an 
occasional sale from a customer who happens to see the non-core range 
Product on the display shelf, but who would not have sought the non-core 
range Product online), with the risk of carrying that inventory abrogated 
by the ability to withdraw the non-core range Product temporarily from 
the display stock to supply a customer of their online store if they obtain 
an order through that mode of sale. This improves competitiveness and 
consumer choice by resulting in lower delays for online customers (who 
may otherwise encounter delays if no inventory was kept by the store 
themselves due to the risk) and wider availability for shopfront store 
customers, all at lower risk of carrying greater levels of stock for the 
business, and a lower barrier to entry for new entrants.

The proposed restrictions are anticompetitive in and of themselves, and 
the issue of the availability of non-core range Products simply 
exacerbates the effect of this.

Whether the VASP model is a method of anti-competitive price discrimination

The Notifier simply asserts “This is not the case”. The fact is, that until 
Games Workshop actually produce the contents of the VASP scheme in 
detail, arguments for or against are no more meaningful than the childish 
contrarianism of “Is not!/Is too!”.

I would reiterate, however, that, again, it should be for Games Workshop 
to actually demonstrate that there will be no anticompetitive effect from 
its proposal, rather than the onus being on the ACCC and various 
respondents to disprove these arbitrary assertions.



Whether the prohibition on Trade Accounts breaking down Products or 
providing pre-purchase painting services is an attempt by GWOP to reduce 
competition

The Notifier states that “This prohibition does not have an anti-
competitive purpose” – I find this assertion unconvincing. Games 
Workshop previously ran a service – within Australia, even – with the 
specific purpose of providing for purchase, isolated components from 
their products, direct to consumers and any third party. They now choose 
not to do so (anywhere in the world), which is their right, but extending a 
prohibition to third parties is not their right. In any case, regardless of 
whether this has an anti-competitive purpose, I submit that it 
nevertheless has an anticompetitive effect, per the evidence supplied in 
my previous submission.

The Notifier states that “there is a significant risk that the safety and 
warning notices on the original Product packaging […] will no longer be 
provided to consumers at the time of re-sale”. However, no Games 
Workshop products are subject to any Mandatory standards[safety] for 
product safety under Australian Consumer Law. Therefore, regardless that 
Games Workshop wishes for this information to be provided, this is not 
sufficient justification to contravene the Act.

A requirement for Trade Account holders to supply equivalent safety and 
warning and/or related information with any component that they 
separate, would satisfy this wish without contravening the Act, therefore 
the more onerous proposed condition is not required or satisfactory.

Games Workshop is indeed “entitled to determine the format and 
manner in which its Products are presented when sold” when they 
themselves are selling the product (whether retail or wholesale), but their 
entitlement to bind other parties to this wish is rather more limited. 
Regardless of whether, as alleged, “there is no anticompetitive effect”, I 
refer to the evidence originally provided by myself of the clear 
anticompetitive result of this policy in other territories. Games Workshop 
Products will indeed “remain available for those who want to buy them”, 
but not necessarily in the format or at the prices that some consumers 
may find acceptable for the isolated component that they want; that is, 
there will be substantially less consumer choice.

safety  
https://www.productsafety.gov.au/content/index.phtml/tag/mandatorystandards#h
2_45
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I would further add that evidence suggests an anticompetitive motive 
moreso than any benign justification thus far provided, as the Applicant 
seeks not only to prevent any Account Holders from isolating components 
from its Products, but also from knowingly supplying to anyone else who 
does so. It is clearly the intent not just that safety and warning notices 
are preserved, but that the entire secondary market is obstructed as 
much as is possible.

In light of the evidence to the contrary thus provided, in this and all 
previous submissions by myself, I posit that the assertion by the Notifier 
that “there is no anticompetitive effect” has a substantial burden of proof 
attached to it, which as yet remains unaddressed.

Whether GWOP intentionally limits stock available to Trade Accounts for the 
purpose of increasing demand at GWOP’s own retail and online outlets

As can be expected, hard data proving this allegation is difficult to seize, 
and accordingly I am not prepared to make such a strong allegation at 
this time. I would stipulate, however, that if the ACCC were interested in 
investigating such an accusation further, it could do worse than to 
directly ask the account holders (a complete list of which has been 
furnished to the ACCC just very recently) for their candid experiences in 
confidence. You may find the sentiment close to universal, and for the 
most part it isn’t even particularly secret these days[TCC].

Again, the public detriments of these proposals have been discussed at length 
above, notwithstanding that they are not acknowledged by Games Workshop 
(who again provides little to no actual evidence for their position). Accordingly, 
I submit once again that the Notification N9740 be rejected.

Regards,

Timothy WILSON

TCC http://thecombatcompany.com/whats-happening-with-the-eldar-release/
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